
Introducing. . ?

Tonight four job is to tell me about yourself and how f ou feel about writing and
reading. Describe four thoughts on the following:

• Important information about f ou.

• How fou feel about writing and reading.

• Anything that's difficult for fou about writing and/or reading.

• Things about the writing/reading fou did last fear that were successful for
f ou or that f ou lifced.

• Things about the writing/reading fou did last fear that weren't successful for
fou or that fou didn't liKe.

• 6ioals f ou have for fourself this fear.

• What f ou expect of me as four English teacher.

• Anfthing else f ou want to share with me.

You have three wafs f ou to complete this tasK. You onlf need to choose one. It
is due the ne*t time class meets.

6hoice One: A. Wordle is a word cloud. The bigger the word is the more
important it is to fou. You can either create four \Mordle bf hand or using the
Internet.

i. 610 to www.wordle.net/create
2-. Tfpe in four words
?. If fou want to maVce four words bigger, then all f ou have to do is tfpe it
again. The more fou tfpe the same word the bigger it will get.
4. If fou have two words f ou need to Keep together liKe P-hode Island, then
f ou must use the tilde - between the words liKe this P-hode-lsland. You can
find the tilde Kef in the top left of the Kefboard below the 656 Kef.



6hoice Two: Write a friendly letter to me. £>e sure to write it in the correct
format. If fou don't remember, trf four best to use the format fou thinK is
correct.

Choice Three: Create an All-About-Me cube. Using card stocK, construction
paper or a sturdy piece of paper, create the shape below.

~

Step One: First thing that fou do is f ou get a piece of paper. TaKe four ruler
and measure out the design.

Step Two: Once fou have this design cut out, fou can continue mating the cube.
TaKe the three I inch sides and fold them at fO° angle, straight up. Now fou
have •? sides bent up. Tatce some tape and wrap these sides up bf taping each
side end up. Once this is done fou can move on to the finishing touch.

Step Three: TaKe the 7- inch long piece and bend it up until one inch of it is
level with the top of the other 3 sides. Then bend that top piece down. Tape it all
up and f ou should have a bo*. See photos for help.
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All tie one incJi sides have been marked n red.
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Wordle Example:


